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Although the analysis of bloodstain pattern evidence left at crime scenes relies on the expert opinions of
bloodstain pattern analysts, the accuracy and reproducibility of these conclusions have never been rigorously
evaluated at a large scale. We investigated conclusions made by 75 practicing bloodstain pattern analysts on 192
bloodstain patterns selected to be broadly representative of operational casework, resulting in 33,005 responses
to prompts and 1760 short text responses. Our results show that conclusions were often erroneous and often
contradicted other analysts. On samples with known causes, 11.2% of responses were erroneous. The results show
limited reproducibility of conclusions: 7.8% of responses contradicted other analysts. The disagreements with
respect to the meaning and usage of BPA terminology and classifications suggest a need for improved standards.
Both semantic differences and contradictory interpretations contributed to errors and disagreements, which
could have serious implications if they occurred in casework.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V.
CC_BY_4.0
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1. Introduction
Bloodstains are frequently encountered at crime scenes. The
forensic discipline of bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) involves the
examination and interpretation of the attributes of bloodstains to
determine causal mechanisms [1–4]. In some legal cases, BPA is
critical evidence. For example, in the David Camm case [5–7] there
were fundamentally contradictory opinions among BPA analysts
regarding the classification of the bloodstain pattern that was the
key evidence in the case: BPA analysts for the prosecution concluded
that the bloodstain pattern on the defendant’s clothing was back
spatter from a gunshot, but BPA analysts for the defense concluded it
was a transfer stain resulting from the defendant assisting his
wounded children. BPA differs from many other forensic disciplines
(e.g. DNA or latent fingerprint examination) in that it is not focused
on source attribution (e.g. who was involved), but rather on ad
dressing what happened at a crime scene [1,2]. For example, BPA
conclusions may provide information used in determining whether
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an incident was suicide or homicide, or whether a claim of self de
fense is supported (or negated) by the evidence. Although BPA has
been admissible as expert testimony for more than 150 years [8], the
accuracy and reproducibility of conclusions by BPA analysts have
never been rigorously assessed in a large-scale study. A 2009 report
from the National Research Council of the National Academies
strongly criticized BPA, stating “The uncertainties associated with
bloodstain pattern analysis are enormous” and “In general, the opi
nions of bloodstain pattern analysts are more subjective than sci
entific” [9]. The National Research Council called for testing of error
rates in forensic disciplines, which was echoed in a 2016 report by
the President’s Council for Science and Technology [10,11]. We
conducted this “black box” study [12] to evaluate the accuracy and
reproducibility of conclusions made by practicing BPA analysts.
Several BPA studies have previously been conducted [13–17], but not
with the scale or breadth of the current study.
2. Materials and methods
Bloodstain samples were selected from a pool of 192 samples,
which were collected from both controlled collection (123 samples)
and operational casework (69 samples). Each participant was
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presented with samples via a custom web-based software that
presented bloodstain images and recorded test responses. Each
participant who completed the study received 150 samples: 30
samples assigned for short text summary conclusions, and 120
samples assigned with multiple classification prompts (mean 4.2
classification prompts per sample) and/or questions (mean 1.2
questions per sample). We obtained a total of 33,005 multiple choice
responses and 1760 short text responses from 75 participants, on
192 bloodstain patterns. See SI Appendix 1 for detailed information
on Materials and Methods.

For each prompt (classification or question), a correct (“known
cause”) response was generally available for controlled collection
samples, and was not available for casework samples. Although the
overall mechanism for each controlled sample was known, for
prompts considered debatable or semantic we left cause as
“unknown.” For casework samples we cannot claim certain knowl
edge of the cause of each bloodstain. We asserted known cause for
47% of prompts (81% of prompts for controlled samples and 0% of
prompts for casework samples). Note that asserting the cause of a
bloodstain is known does not necessarily imply that a given sample
has sufficient information to make a definitive attribution of that
cause: since BPA has no standardized criteria for determining the
types or quantities of characteristics needed to make a given deci
sion, consensus among analysts is the only available means of as
sessing whether an indeterminate response (included or possible) is
appropriate. In order to limit the effects of prompts that could be
seen as minor or semantic, the BPA analysts on the study team also
evaluated each prompt to determine whether an error on that
prompt would be highly consequential in an actual case. These are
labeled “most consequential", and 22.5% of the prompts were
labeled as such (see SI Appendix 1.6).

2.1. Participation
Participation was limited to practicing BPA analysts. The back
ground survey results (SI Appendix 1.4) illustrate our participants’
formal education, training, and experience, representing a diverse
group of analysts. The participants were from 14 countries (57% from
the U.S.). Analysts generally perform BPA only as one of their re
sponsibilities: nearly half (47%) of the participants perform fewer
than five BPA cases per year; 83% have testified in court.
2.2. Prompts

2.4. Bloodstain pattern samples
There is no preexisting widely-used BPA conclusion standard that
could be adopted for use in this study. The BPA community has
developed multiple standards and recommendations for termi
nology [18–21], detailed in SI Appendix 3.3. In this study, termi
nology and definitions are based on the standard for terminology
developed through the Organization of Scientific Area Committees
for Forensic Science (OSAC) and the Academy Standards Board (ASB)
[18]. The ASB terminology standard has been recommended by the
International Association of Bloodstain Pattern Analysts (IABPA)
[22,23] and adopted for use in proficiency tests [24,25], but it is not
required for use in casework by BPA analysts.
We developed three complementary approaches to collect par
ticipants’ assessments of the mechanism(s) that caused each
sample: classification prompts, questions, and short text summary
conclusions (detailed in SI Appendix 1.2). Classification prompts
used terminology explicitly from the ASB standard [18] (summarized
in SI Appendix 3.1), to which participants responded using multiple
choice options of definitive, included, or excluded. A response of in
cluded indicated there was insufficient support either for a definitive
decision or for an excluded decision. The criteria for these decisions
have not been clearly defined in the BPA discipline. Therefore, be
cause of this lack of a standardized sufficiency threshold, included is
considered as indeterminate in analyses, neither correct nor an error.
Questions were added over the course of the study as a means of
evaluating the reproducibility of statements made by participants in
the short text responses: participants were assigned samples for
short text responses early in the study so that other participants
would subsequently be assigned questions derived from those text
responses. Questions often address reconstruction issues en
countered in BPA that go beyond pure pattern classification, such as
“Was this the result of two cast-off patterns?” or “Was the decedent
standing up when [the] bloodletting event occurred?” Questions
were assessed using multiple choice options of yes, possible, or no;
possible is considered as indeterminate in analyses. Classifications
were extracted from the short text responses by BPA experts on the
study team, to enable evaluating responses against known cause,
where possible. The experts also evaluated the short text responses
for quality and thoroughness.

We selected bloodstain patterns in an attempt to be broadly re
presentative of operational casework. In the post-test survey, 72% of
the respondents said the difficulty of the samples in the study was
similar to casework; 23% said it was harder or much harder than
casework. Fig. 1 shows examples of bloodstain patterns from the
study that resulted in substantive disagreements among analysts.
Note that each sample is shown in multiple images. Sample #240
was caused by expiration (see SI Appendix 3 for glossary), created by
a team member coughing blood. One of the prompts that partici
pants were provided for this sample was impact (“a bloodstain
pattern resulting from an object striking liquid blood” [18], such as
from a gunshot or club): 16 participants responded definitive, 23
included, and 4 excluded (43 total). Because this sample was known
to be caused by expiration (Movie S2), the impact prompt is false, and
those 16 definitive responses can be assessed as errors (i.e., contra
dicting a known cause). The second and third samples in Fig. 1 are
from casework, showing examples of prompts that do not have
known causes, and therefore are assessed in terms of reproducibility,
not error or correctness. For sample #188, participants were pro
vided impact as a prompt: 15 responded definitive, 11 included, and 17
excluded (43 total). For Sample #975, in response to the question
“Did Pattern A occur after Pattern B?” 8 participants responded no,
10 possible, and 25 yes (43 total). See Data S2 for images and re
sponses for all samples; see [26] for full-resolution imagery for all
samples.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found on
line at doi:10.1016/j.forsciint.2021.110856.
3. Results
3.1. Accuracy
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of responses for classifications and
questions. For example, of the classification prompts for which the
prompt represented the known cause (true), 52.8% of responses were
definitive (agreeing with known cause), but 15.2% of responses were
excluded (erroneous exclusions, contradicting known cause). Over all
11,634 classification prompts for which there was a known cause,
11.2% of responses contradicted the known cause and therefore were
erroneous (weighted average of erroneous definitive and erroneous
excluded responses). For the 2163 questions for which there was a
known cause, 11.0% of responses were erroneous (weighted average

2.3. Performance measures, known cause, and operational consequence
Reproducibility of responses was assessed on all samples; accu
racy was assessed only when the cause of the bloodstain was known.
2
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Fig. 1. Examples of bloodstain patterns used in the study. Sample #240 (controlled collection): expiration on cardboard, created by a team member coughing blood. Sample #188
(casework): drip pattern in basement; victim shot and killed in kitchen; blood flow through floor, down a rafter and dripped onto the basement floor. Sample #975 (casework):
Three homicide victims within this room; pattern shows characteristics of spatter stains altered by a swipe resulting in multiple perimeter stains. (Descriptions were not provided
to participants).

of erroneous yes and erroneous no responses). These results are
similar to [13], which reported that 13% of classifications were
erroneous. Responses were indeterminate for 30.1% of classifications
and 43.8% of questions. If we consider only determinate responses
(definitive, excluded, yes, no) on prompts with known cause, 83.0% of
responses were correct with respect to known cause (“overall pre
dictive value”). If limited to the most consequential prompts, the
error rate for classifications was 9.0% and the error rate for questions
was 5.8%; the overall predictive value was 86.6%. (For these and all
results, see SI Appendix 2.2 for further explanations and confidence
intervals.).
As an alternative to explicit prompts, short text responses pro
vided a means to assess accuracy in a manner comparable to how
pattern classifications are reported in operational casework. Of 1760
short text statements, there were 1052 that could be evaluated with
respect to known cause (SI Appendix 1.7); of these, 4.8% entirely
contradicted known cause and an additional 11.2% partially contra
dicted known cause (i.e., included both correct and incorrect state
ments). The BPA experts on the team also evaluated the quality and
thoroughness of the short text statements, assessing whether the
analysts’ observations and conclusions were adequately supported:
they determined that 11.3% had errors in reconstruction statements,
observations, or unsupported conclusions.

bloodstain is unknown, and it indicates the collective judgment of
analysts regarding whether the samples contain sufficient informa
tion to make a given decision. These results show that consensus
was limited, and errors were widely distributed across prompts:
only 3% of prompts received unanimous responses (i.e., 100% on the
x- or y-axis), 33% of prompts had at least 75% consensus (293 clas
sification prompts and 54 questions), and 81% of prompts had a
majority consensus (649 classification prompts and 190 questions).
If there were strong consensus, we would see clumps at the top left
and bottom right (and potentially bottom left) of Fig. 3, with few
points in between. If we assess just the excluded vs. not excluded
decision (combining definitive and included as not excluded;
SI Appendix 2.4), 13.9% of responses to classification prompts had
unanimous consensus (i.e., were at 0% or 100% on the y-axis), and
63.2% had at least a 75% supermajority consensus (≥75% or ≤25% on
the y-axis).
Majority responses were rarely incorrect. For classification
prompts, responses with a 95% supermajority never contradicted
known cause; 75% supermajority responses contradicted known
cause on four prompts (1.0% of 392 classification prompts with
known cause); a majority contradicted known cause on an addi
tional five prompts (nine total, 2.3%); and a plurality contradicted
known cause on an additional eight prompts (17 total, 4.3%). On
questions, a 75% supermajority never contradicted known cause, a
majority (or plurality) contradicted known cause on one question
(1.0% of 96 questions with known cause). When limited to the most
consequential prompts, the majority was always correct.

3.2. Consensus
Between five and 49 participants responded to each prompt
(mean 33.2 participants per classification prompt; 26.8 per ques
tion). The responses for each prompt can be seen as votes in a de
cision space, as shown in Fig. 3, which plots each prompt in terms of
the proportion of each response type. For example, a classification
prompt of spatter (with a true known cause) with 46 responses (22
definitive, 12 included, 12 excluded) is plotted as a blue point in the
classifications chart at (48%, 26%). This provides a means to evaluate
results in terms of consensus, which serves multiple purposes: it
provides an understanding of the collective behavior of analysts, it
serves as a proxy for the known cause when the cause for a

3.3. Reproducibility
In addition to accuracy (agreement with known cause) and
consensus (agreement with a majority of other analysts), analysts
can also be assessed in terms of reproducibility: how frequently they
reproduce one another’s decisions when each response for a given
prompt is compared to all other responses for that prompt. One
advantage of reproducibility and consensus is that they can be as
sessed for all samples, including those from operational casework;

Fig. 2. Mosaic plots of responses. The columns indicate whether the prompts represent known cause of the bloodstain: prompts that are consistent with known cause are labeled
true; prompts contrary to known cause are labeled false; prompts for which the cause is unknown are labeled unknown, which we do not assess in terms of accuracy or error.
Responses are color-coded, with proportions shown in the y-axis. Erroneous responses (i.e., contradicting known causes) are outlined in red. For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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Fig. 3. Consensus on classifications and questions. Each prompt (classification or question) is shown as a circle, positioned based on proportion of responses. Prompts assessed as
“most consequential” are shown as larger circles. Responses were unanimous (i.e., superimposed on the 100% corners) on 26 classification prompts and 5 questions. (27,038
responses on 815 classification prompts; 5967 responses on 223 questions).

accuracy, by contrast, requires known cause. Both reproducibility
and consensus reflect on the overall reliability of BPA: imperfect
reproducibility or consensus limits precision and places an upper
bound on accuracy.
In some casework situations, two or more BPA analysts render
classification opinions on the same bloodstain evidence, such as
during technical review or in court. For this reason, we evaluated the
reproducibility (inter-analyst variability) of responses (SI Appendix
2.5). Fig. 4 summarizes the reproducibility of responses. For ex
ample, for every participant who responded excluded to a classifi
cation prompt, 65.3% of other participants also responded excluded
to that prompt (agreement rate), 25.3% responded included, and 9.4%
responded definitive (contradiction rate). Across all classification
prompts and questions, the overall agreement rate (OAR; the pro
portion of other participants who had an identical response to a
given prompt) was 54.6%; the overall contradiction rate (OCR; the
proportion of other participants who had a diametrically opposed
response) was 7.8%. If limited to the most consequential prompts,

OAR was 56.3% and OCR was 6.2%. Contradictions were distributed
broadly across prompts: 549 of the 815 classification prompts and
146 of the 223 questions resulted in contradictions.
When reproducibility of responses is conditioned on known
cause (SI Appendix 2.5; Fig. S10), erroneous responses were often
reproduced: 17.7% of erroneous definitives were reproduced, as were
34.1% of erroneous excluded responses, 24.2% of erroneous yes re
sponses, and 22.5% of erroneous no responses. These results suggest
that if two BPA analysts both analyze a pattern (such as occurs op
erationally during technical review) they cannot always be expected
to agree, and if they do agree they may both be wrong.
3.4. Semantic issues
Many of the disagreements—and some of the errors—may be
attributed to semantic differences rather than contradictory inter
pretations. Such semantic issues include inadequate delineation
between some pattern types (such as between splash and drip

Fig. 4. Reproducibility of responses. Each percentage represents the probability of a second analyst providing a given response, conditioned on the first analyst’s response.
Contradictory responses are outlined in red. We calculate these probabilities by comparing each response for a given prompt to all other responses for that prompt. Counts are of
all pair-wise combinations of responses from different analysts on each prompt. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.
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3.5. Comparing participants
Fig. 5 compares the participants in terms of accuracy. When
calculating rates for each participant, we limit analyses to the 56
participants who completed at least 50 samples. Each chart shows
three interrelated dimensions: accuracy (measured as the propor
tion of erroneous responses, y-axis), decisiveness (measured as the
proportion of indeterminate responses, x-axis), and effectiveness
(color). We assess the effectiveness of participants in terms of the
receiver operating characteristic area under the curve (AUC), which
uses the participants’ responses as predictors of known cause: two
decision thresholds are modeled by considering indeterminate re
sponses as positive or negative (SI Appendix 2.7). High AUC values
result not only from a high number of positive (definitive or yes)
responses on true prompts and negative (excluded or no) responses
on false prompts, but also from a high number of non-negative
(definitive, included, yes, or possible) responses on true prompts and
non-positive (excluded, included, no, or possible) responses on false
prompts. The most effective analysts are shown in blue closest to the
bottom-left corner of each graph in Fig. 5. Variation within a quartile
can be seen as differences in risk aversion among participants,
shown as an inverse relationship between accuracy and decisiveness
within a given color band: participants who tend to give more de
terminate responses (shifted left on the x-axis) are more likely to
make mistakes (shifted up on the y-axis), whereas others in the
same color band make fewer mistakes at the expense of being less
definitive. See SI Appendix 2.6 and Fig. S11 for further details and
analogous results from performance metrics assessing consensus
and reproducibility.
In general, the participants exhibited a continuum of perfor
mance: errors were widely distributed among participants, and all
participants who completed more than 50 samples made multiple
errors. However, two participants showed notably anomalous re
sults. One participant (top left of both charts in Fig. 5) contradicted
known cause on 36% of responses on highly consequential prompts
(32% on all prompts), but was indeterminate on only 4% of re
sponses—that participant was responsible for 5.7% of all errors in the
study. Another participant (bottom right of both charts in Fig. 5)
contradicted known cause on only 1% of responses on highly con
sequential prompts (4% on all prompts), but was indeterminate on
80% of responses. Both of the anomalous participants currently
conduct bloodstain pattern analysis as part of their employment,
work in a laboratory environment, conduct fewer than 5 BPA cases
per year, have testified in court as BPA experts, have at least a
master’s degree, did not complete a formal program of BPA in
struction/supervision, and are not certified by the International As
sociation for Identification (IAI); one is from the US. A total of five
participants share these background attributes—note the others who
share these attributes did not show problematic performance.
Human subjects research protections do not permit revealing further
information that could be used to identify these individuals.
In order to further characterize the performance of the partici
pants, we developed a novel procedure for detecting and reporting
any associations between participants’ performance and their
background attributes (SI Appendix 2.8). Performance was assessed
for 54 of the participants (omitting the two outliers, and the parti
cipants who completed fewer than 50 samples each) with respect to
25 background attributes using two complementary approaches:
variable importance analysis and attribute-specific significance
testing. Variable importance analysis (VIA) was conducted by con
sidering all attributes simultaneously and coupling linear regression
and random forest analysis to yield importance scores. In addition,
significance testing was conducted for each attribute individually
using the Kruskal-Wallis test to yield p-values and q-statistics. Using

Fig. 5. Comparison of participants in terms of accuracy (y-axis), decisiveness (x-axis),
and effectiveness (color: see text). Dashed lines represent means. Top panel (most
consequential prompts): rates calculated on 3968 responses to 133 prompts (mean 71
responses per participant); bottom panel (all prompts): rates calculated on 11,810
responses to 488 prompts (mean 211 responses per participant). (N = 56 participants;
omits the 19 participants who completed fewer than 50 of the 150 assigned samples;
the 12 participants with fewer than 100 samples are shown as open circles.). For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.

patterns, or whether cessation is a subcategory of cast-off), and some
definitions are ambiguous (such as the minimum quantity necessary
to classify a pattern as a pool or saturation stain, or the types of ex
ternal factors that should be considered alteration). Even for the
simplest bloodstain patterns there is notable disagreement: when
provided a classification prompt of spatter on samples consisting of a
single drop of blood on a non-porous horizontal surface (a drip
stain), out of 105 responses 42 were definitive and 46 were excluded.
In the responses to classification prompts, errors were dis
proportionately associated with some pattern types, which may in
part be explainable by semantic issues. Participants erroneously
excluded more than 35% of splash, projected, and satellite patterns (SI
Appendix 2.9; Table S25). Participants often incorrectly concluded
that splash patterns were drip patterns (34% erroneous definitive
rate), and often incorrectly concluded that satellite stains were im
pact patterns (30%). These results indicate that there was not general
agreement among participants on the delineation between splash
and drip patterns; the high rates of exclusion on projected and sa
tellite patterns may be attributable to a combination of semantic
issues and differences in interpretation. Such semantic issues
sometimes limited our ability to define known cause for a specific
classification or question, even when video of the event was avail
able. In the post-study survey (SI Appendix 1.4b) participants in
dicated that “several examples stretched the semantic interpretation
of definitions,” in particular regarding projected and impact patterns;
this was bolstered by analysis of the short text responses. We report
results for both all prompts and the most consequential results in
order to limit the effects of semantic issues. Although some semantic
disagreements would presumably be unlikely to have significant
consequences in actual casework, their prevalence obscures the
extent of serious disagreements. This lack of agreement on the
meaning and usage of BPA terminology and classifications illustrates
the need for improved standards.
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these importance scores, p-values, and q-statistics, we set associa
tion thresholds and a reporting criteria hierarchy to determine
which (if any) of these background attributes exhibited sufficient
support to indicate an association with performance. For the ma
jority of background attributes (including length of training, edu
cational degree, certification, or length of experience), we found no
support for associations with performance. The exceptions were
country of practice and extent of advanced workshop training, for
which we found limited support for an association with performance
(SI Appendix 2.8).
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4. Discussion
Our results show that conclusions by BPA analysts were often
erroneous and often contradicted other analysts. Such errors could
have serious implications if they occurred in casework, as would
conflicting conclusions among BPA analysts if those resulted in
conflicting testimony in court. Many of the disagreements among
BPA analysts—and some of the errors—may be attributable to se
mantic differences. The results show that there is often a lack of
agreement on the meaning and usage of BPA terminology and clas
sifications, suggesting a need for improved standards. Unless there is
general consensus on what criteria are necessary and sufficient to
make a given decision we cannot expect high rates of reproducibility
among analysts.
The results here are intended to provide estimates for use in
decision making, improving procedures and training, and future
research. These results should not be taken to be precise measures of
operational error rates: the error rates reported here describe the
proportion of erroneous results for this particular set of samples
with these particular participants; these rates cannot and should not
be assumed to apply to all BPA analysts across all casework. The
discipline of bloodstain pattern analysis is not solely defined by
pattern classification but rather it includes multiple other aspects
that were not evaluated within this study. The study differed from
operational casework in that analysts were asked to provide re
sponses based solely on photographs, analysts were not provided
case-relevant facts that may have aided in making conclusions, and
the means of reporting conclusions were different from the manner
in which BPA analysts typically reach conclusions. These results do
not account for operational quality assurance measures, such as
technical review or verification.
In conducting this study and performing analyses, the authors
developed a number of detailed recommendations, which we
suggest may be considered by the BPA community in general, by
standards bodies, and by laboratory management. These re
commendations fall into the following broad categories: metho
dology, terminology, implications for casework, and lessons learned.
Please see SI Appendix 1 for detailed recommendations.
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5. Significance statement
The analysis of bloodstain pattern evidence left at crime scenes
relies on the expert opinions of bloodstain pattern analysts. This is
the first large scale rigorous evaluation of the accuracy and re
producibility of practicing bloodstain pattern analysts’ conclusions.
Our results show that conclusions were often erroneous and often
contradicted other analysts. The disagreements with respect to the
meaning and usage of BPA terminology and classifications suggest a
need for improved standards. Both semantic differences and con
tradictory interpretations contributed to errors and disagreements,
which could have serious implications if they occurred in casework.
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